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by train: japan

by elyse glickman

On the Right Track
A week-long pass for Japan’s mighty Shinkansen 
trains is just the ticket when it comes to exploring 
the nation’s extraordinary gastronomy.
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Though air travel is the fastest 
way to get to Japan, its railway 
system is the best way to get 

around the country. If we were to think 
of Japan as a living creature, then the 
tracks of the Shinkansen (200mph bul-
let trains) would form the spinal col-
umn. Its major cities, port towns, and 
villages form the vertebrae. Commuter 
trains and subways, meanwhile, are its 
nerves, arteries and veins.

Tokyo: Faster Than a 
Speeding Bullet
In this context, Tokyo could be the 
brain of the country. The “left brain” is 
a monument to Japan’s economic and 
technological might, while the “right 
brain” is personified by its museums, 
green spaces, historic sites, and pop 
culture. Tokyo Station is the cortex 
uniting both sides. Escalators from the 
Narita Express train platform rise into 
maze of lunch spots. The Daimaru 
department store abutting the station 
casts its spell with an impeccable two-
floor food department. The ground 
level floor is dedicated to salty snacks, 
confections and pastries, underscoring 
the ages-old custom of always showing 
up with a gift for the host. Daimaru’s 
lower level is a grocery (called a “delica-
tessen” by locals) with a mind-blowing 
array of prepared foods. 
 Luxury hotels, including the Shangri-
La Tokyo, Conrad Tokyo and Peninsula 
Tokyo, appeal to Tokyo’s right-brain 
sensibility, are anchored by high-end 
restaurants serving as showcases for 
a new generation of Japanese chefs 
fusing their overseas training with 
recipes their mothers raised them on. 
The Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel in 
Shibuya (on the west side of town) 
is an ideal base for street food fans 
determined to eat their way across the 
city, especially with its proximity to 
the Tokyo and Toei subway networks’ 
combined 13 lines. 
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 Though the Shangri-La, Conrad 
and Peninsula menus are exquisitely 
prepared, there are times when there’s 
nothing more satisfying than a pip-
ing hot bowl of ramen or tsukemen 
(dipping noodles). Though the savory 
liquid delights are available state-
side—especially in California—nothing 
compares to the Tokyo originals, 
especially with their open kitchens and 
vending machine pay kiosks. Oreryu 
Shio Ramen (behind the Cerulean) 
specializes in silky garlic ramen and 
decadent chicken wings. The aromas 
wafting out of the pocket-sized Curry 
Tsukemen Syuuichi in Ebisu lead to an 
enormous spread of spicy yellow curry 
dipping sauce, hand-crafted noodles, 
numerous vegetable and egg add-ins 
for the princely tab of $10.
 There are also those kitschy “only in 
Tokyo” joints with gimmicks that are 
as much fun as the food. At Shibuya’s 
Zauo, one can “catch” fish with nets 
and poles decorating its walls. Chefs 
prepare your catch any number of 
ways, from sushi to baked to deep-
fried. Those who have the stamina to 
get up at 4am can head to the historic 
Tsukiji Fish Market to catch its famed 
fish auction followed by just-caught 
and cut sushi for breakfast at the stalls 
along the market’s perimeter. 
 The Asakusa neighborhood, packed 
with Sensō-ji Temple visitors by day, is 
magical at night when the streets empty 
out and beautiful murals painted on 
shuttered storefronts are visible. One of 
those streets leads to Asakusa Imahan, 
which has been perfecting the art of 
beef sukiyaki since 1895. The restaurant 
has a traditional feel, from low tables 
and tatami mats to a no-shoes policy, a 
pretty array of objets d’art and attentive 
kimono-clad waitresses. The highlight 
is watching the ladies prepare the broth 
guests use to cook wagyu meat and 
vegetables to their preferred taste. 
 Tokyo Shiba Tofuya – Ukai in the 
shadow of the Tokyo Tower, brings 

the same formality and elegance to 
tofu with its kaiseki (multi-course) 
presentation and gorgeous setting in a 
converted bowling alley. The Ishikawa 
Brewery (established 1863), as far as 
one can go on the commuter trains 
and still be in Tokyo, brews premium 
sakés and craft beers which can be 
purchased or enjoyed on site with soba 
and various side dishes prepared with 
the underground spring water used in 
the brewery. 
 It is also fun to see what food trends 
are buzzing among Tokyo’s young and 

fashionable. The Moon at Roppongi 
Hills Mori Tower draws the ladies-
who-lunch crowd and has the best 
views in the city. Ivy Place, flanking 
the enchanting three-building Tsutaya 
Books, is a prime gathering spot for 
movers and shakers of Daikanyama 
(the high-rent section of Shibuya) who 
go for the fresh-baked stand-out breads 
and sculptural egg dishes.
 The Hoshinoya Tokyo turns the 
familiar five-star hotel experience 
on its head with its urban ryokan 
concept. While its tea service, snacks, 
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décor and entertainment amenities are 
rooted in the practices of traditional 
ryokans (roadside inns), executive chef 
Noriyuki Hamada concentrates on 
transforming Japanese ingredients with 
French techniques. If the Hoshinoya’s 
goal is to introduce young Japanese 
travelers and Western visitors to the old 
ways of Japanese hospitality, how do 
French techniques tie in, exactly?
 “When the ingredients themselves 
are very good, the technique needs to 
be very simple, very minimal,” explains 
Hamada. “French techniques maintain 
the integrity of Japanese ingredients 
and yet elevate their flavors and tex-
tures. As somebody who grew up by 
the ocean, I am interested in showcas-
ing fish and other ingredients that nor-
mally go unappreciated, and elevating 
them to be even better than they are on 
their own.”
  Like other young chefs, Hamada 
curates his ingredients from individual 
purveyors and fishmongers, and forages 
for herbs and mushrooms in nearby 

forests. “Though we have beef on the 
menu, seafood and fish represent true 
free-range ingredients, as do things we 
find through foraging.”
 Indeed, Hamada’s approach is a 
departure from the rest of the Tokyo 
scene, and a perfect way to transition 
to the unique foods of other cities and 
regions.

Kyoto—Japan’s Culi-
nary Heart
As Kyoto was Japan’s original imperial 
capital through the mid 19th century, 
perhaps it is no surprise some residents 
insist the local cuisine is more refined 
than its counterparts in other cities. 
Chef Takashi Miyamoto, executive 
chef at the Hotel Granvia Kyoto’s Tep-
panyaki Gozanbo backs the theory with 
facts taken from his training and life 
experience. 
 “Kyo-ryori, or Kyoto cuisine, derives 
from the Kuge culture arising from 
a Japanese aristocratic class that 

dominated the Japanese Imperial 
Court,” he explains. “Because Kyoto 
was the imperial capital of Japan for 
over 1,200 years, the best was assem-
bled in Kyoto, making it the birthplace 
of traditional Japanese cuisine.” 
 Miyamoto elaborates that Kyo-ryori 
incorporates many aspects of Kyoto 
culture and history beyond food. 
Kimono (traditional Japanese clothing), 
Kyo-yaki (pottery), Kyo-shikki (lacquer 
ware), and Kyo-gashi (Japanese-style 
confectionery) developed together with 
Kyo-ryori for hundreds of years in the 
ancient capital of Japan. Matcha green 
tea, which he says was born in Kyoto, is 
now being reinterpreted and sent back 
to them in other incarnations. Case 
in point is the French langue de chat 
cookie baked with matcha.
 “What makes Kyoto unique is that 
is that there are many cross-cultural 
events in its history,” he continues. “We 
adopted those outside cultures and 
then created something new. As the 
chef of Gozanbo, I am responsible for 
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maintaining ‘Kyoto’ as the main theme 
for the restaurant, using seasonal local 
vegetables, wagyu from Kyo-tamba 
(the south of Kyoto prefecture), and 
Koshihikari rice. We combine these 
ingredients with French techniques, 
and then use visual elements like black 
stones, seasonal leaves and flowers to 
represent Kyoto on a plate.”
 Arigato Tours guide Toshi Kanda, 
meanwhile, points out that the 
underpinnings of Japanese cuisine as a 
whole can be found at the 400 year-old 
Nishiki Food Market, along with influ-
ences from China, Malaysia and even 
some Western countries. Some vendors 
have been in operation for generations, 
and the building blocks of dashi—the 
stock that’s the foundation of many 
Japanese dishes—can be explored. 
 Kanda begins the tour at a vendor 
selling bonito flakes, made from pre-
served tuna. While every household in 
the old days had a block they shaved 
whenever they needed flakes, people 
today buy it pre-dried and shaved, as 
they do dried mushrooms and kelp. 

Other specialized vendors focus on one 
type of product: lighter flavored Kyoto-
style soy sauce, pickled vegetables and 
fruits, chopsticks and bento boxes, 
flavored honey and honey ice cream, 
side dishes, squid and octopus skewers 
stuffed with quail eggs and hand-made 
knives. 
 Some of the most interesting finds 
in Kyoto’s neighborhoods are hidden 
in plain sight. Ambitious home cooks 
head to Soutatsu, a few blocks from 
Nishiki Market. For $2, you can sample 
several dashi broths, learn what dishes 
they are suited for, and opt to purchase 
a filtering kit that speeds up the broth 
making process at home.
  Kyoto Gogyo heats up the ramen 
experience with its burnt miso ramen 
that, even with a dramatic preparation, 
has delicate, subtly smoky flavor. The 
centerpiece of the ultra-cool Anteroom 
Hotel gallery-styled lobby is a whisky 
bar showcasing obscure, small-batch 
spirits and beer from the Kyoto Brew-
ing Company. A ten-minute walk from 
the Kinkaku-ji Temple (a.k.a. The 

Golden Pavilion), Katsuaki and Chizu 
Miyake work their synchronized magic 
at their Okonomiyaki Katsu, reinvent-
ing Osaka’s sturdy fast food as a lighter, 
airier invention.
 A proper ryokan—perhaps the 
original Airbnb—will not have fitness 
rooms or large-screen televisions. 
Instead, what travelers pay for is the 
hands-on service, ceremony and pre-
sentation of food and beverage, as well 
as the opportunity to experience Japa-
nese hospitality as it existed in the days 
before rail, auto and air travel. Ichiro 
Kubota, Hoshinoya Kyoto’s executive 
chef, believes in the hotel’s mission to 
immerse visitors in an environment 
that is authentically Japanese.
 “We want guests to be aware that 
there are influences from other prefec-
tures of Japan and other nearby coun-
tries, and that innovations in Japanese 
cuisine have been passed along from 
generation to generation,” says Kubota. 
“The influence of politics as well as the 
influence of aristocracy continues to 
influence Japanese cuisine to this day. 
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Even with our modern presentations, 
we remain true to the basic ingredients 
required for the traditional expression 
of a recipe.”
 Kubota ties in elements of ceremo-
nies from Shinto and Buddhism into 
his contemporary presentation. The 
ryokan’s in-room breakfast is a cere-
mony unto itself, with a morning broth, 
miso salmon, green tea and other 
components prepared individually and 
served against a panoramic view of the 
nearby river and forest that makes it 
easy to forget downtown Kyoto is a 40 
minute train ride away.
 Near the Ginkaku-ji (Silver Pavilion) 
temple on Kyoto’s east side, Ryokan 
Yoshida Sanso offers an even more 
intimate, familial ryokan stay. Kyoko 
and Tomoko Nakamura are second and 
third-generation proprietors of the ryo-
kan, which maintains its original 1930s 
character. In addition to preparing 
elegant, generations old family recipes 
for kaiseki dinners and breakfasts, 
mother and daughter relish sharing the 
former private home’s history.
 “This home became a ryokan in 1948 
when its owner, the uncle of Emperor 

Akihito, became a monk after World 
War II,” says Tomoko. “Although my 
father’s grand uncle, a successful Tokyo 
women’s magazine publisher, purchased 
the house, my grand aunt ran the daily 
operations. It was unusual for a woman 
to have this career back then.” 
  “At the beginning, our ryokan was 
a dormitory for the publisher, who 
wanted to provide a home-like setting 
for his colleagues doing business Kyoto 
and Osako,” says Kyoko. “He insisted 
the experience of staying in his home 
had the comforts of what they had 
in their own homes, and then some. 
Our aunt did everything from provide 
elegant home cooked meals, to drawing 
the baths and creating beautiful spaces 
for relaxing. If you look in all direc-
tions, we’re surrounded by temples, 
which feed the soul.”
A Tale of Two (Japa-
nese) Cities
Osaka, the nation’s third largest city, is 
an explosion of color and commerce.
By night, its neon-lit DŌtonbori can be 
so intimidating that it may be tempting 
to give up on the search for the perfect 
authentic meal. Arigato Japan Tours’ 

Osaka night food tour, which remedies 
the problem, winds through sinewy 
streets towards city’s best whisky bars, 
mom-and-pop food stalls and novelty 
restaurants, like Osaka Ninja Yashiki, 
where guests learn the ways of the 
ninjas and how to make black squid ink 
takoyaki balls. At century-old Kaminari 
Sushi, the sushi master minces no 
words when imparting sushi eating 
etiquette (i.e. dot wasabi directly on the 
fish). 
 The street food of choice in Osaka is 
okonomiyaki, a crêpe packed with your 
choice of seafood, eggs, meat, cheese, 
or green veggies and topped with fish 
flakes, sweet soy sauce and mayonnaise. 
Half the fun of ordering it is seeing it 
made. The other is the process of eating 
it, using a small spatula to cut the thing 
up and get it to your lips. 
 Kobe, framed by its mountains 
and bay leading out to Japan’s inland 
sea, may remind some of Montreal, 
from quaint neighborhoods with 19th 
and early 20th century dwellings to 
tree-lined streets and boardwalk. Even 
with those charms, beef connoisseurs 
coming to Kobe beeline for Wakkoqu, 
a 36-year old teppanyaki steakhouse 
overseen by executive chef Masato 
Shinnoh.  
 Wakkoqu’s preparation approach is 
all about focus, technique and preci-
sion, according to Shinnoh. Each party 
has a dedicated chef who positions 
several condiments like on a large 
plate, like numbers on a clock. Next, he 
sections a single cut of beef into small 
pieces that are each cooked in a specific 
order, for a different stretch of time, to 
achieve optimum flavor. The chef then 
informs the diner which condiment 
tastes best with each morsel.
 “We go to a beef auction, and we 
inspect several cuts for marbling,” says 
Shinnoh. “We touch each one to see if 
it’s firm enough to meet our standard. 
Before customers order the beef, we 
cut it into order-sized pieces and keep 
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them in packing for three weeks to 
attain the right texture. Once we open 
it, we use it within two days.”
 Shinnoh, who had a stint in San 
Francisco, has strong opinions about 
the right and wrong ways to prepare 
Kobe beef. One trend popular in the 
U.S., dry aging, which he says is best 
with T-bone cuts or filets, is getting 
popular in Japan. However, any kind 
of aging on the delicate Kobe cuts will 
produce a less desirable flavor. 
 

Over the Hills and Far 
Away
Kobe and Osaka are jump-off points 
onto JR Trains that carry travelers into 
the Japanese heartland made up of the 
Kagawa, Okayama and Tokushima pre-
fectures. The profiles here are earthier, 
mossier, and more herbaceous, and 
markedly less sweet than North Ameri-
can iterations of Japanese food. 
 A local train bound for Takamatsu 
City (in Kagawa) and a ferry takes 
visitors to the island communities in 
the Seto Inland Sea, including Ogijima, 
a hub for the Setouchi Triennale Art 
Festival. While street food lovers can 
partake in just-caught fried oysters 
sold at the marina, Bistro Iori captures 
the appeal of the art installations. Its 
food, billed as “French” by the owners, 
is actually more an expression of the 
island thanks to ingredients harvested 
from the neighboring community 
garden. 
 Deep into the Shikoku Mountains, 
70-something Reiko Tsuzuki’s Soba 
Atelier draws visitors with her buck-
wheat noodle cooking classes and 
family-style meals with tempura, veni-
son, sweet potatoes, herbs, and foraged 
mushroom along with hand-pressed 
iwa-dofu (stone tofu) in addition to 
either a bottomless bowl of soba in a 
sardine-infused broth or cold soba dip-
ping noodles. 
 Tradition-preserving practices 

likeTsuzuki’s are also in place at 
Tougenkyo-Iya Mountain Village, a 
collection of century-old thatched 
roof farmhouse cottages restored and 
repurposed under direction of Alex 
Kerr, an American-born Japanese pres-
ervationist and historian, and the non-
profit Chiiori Trust. The dwellings are 
outfitted with fully-appointed modern 
kitchens. However, when one books a 
cottage, a local mom or grandmother 
can be hired to conduct a cooking class 
or prepare a feast at the cottage with a 
similar spread to what she may prepare 
for her family’s Sunday dinner. 
 My Iya Valley hosts apologized for 
their food presentation being “less 
gorgeous” than that of Tokyo or Kyoto. 

I begged to differ, as those cooks put 
much care into the preparation and 
plating as The Peninsula Tokyo’s Peter 
B, the Shangri-La Tokyo’s Nadaman, or 
the Conrad Tokyo’s Kazahana.
 Whether you prefer rustic basics or 
dramatically plated creations, Japan 
Rail’s network of routes truly transports 
visitors into Japan’s many distinctive 
approaches to cooking…and by exten-
sion, culture and the arts. No matter 
where you get off the train, there’s 
always something wonderful waiting 
for you on the other side.
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dried bonito soup stock 
(Kyo-ryori Ichiban-dashi)

Takashi Miyamoto, Gozanbo 
Teppanyaki, Hotel Granvia, Kyoto

MAKES ABOUT 8 CUPS

This clear broth serves as the foundation for 

many Japanese dishes, including miso soup, 

udon soup and oden-style stock.

1/2  ounce shaved katsuobushi, 

 or dried bonito flakes (fermented and  

 smoked skipjack tuna)

2  6-inch pieces of dried kelp  

8  cups water

1. Put dry kelp into water; soak for 30 min-

utes, then cook it just before the water starts 

to boil

2. Take liquid off the heat. Add katsuobushi; 

steep for 30 minutes.

3. Pour stock through a lined strainer (a 

coffee filter can be used for clearer broth) 

into a clean container with cover. 

Refrigerate and use within one week.

grilled saiko-miso 
marinated cod in white 
miso soup
SERVES 4

For the marinade

31/2  oz saiko (sweet white) miso 

3 ounces mirin 

3  ounces saké

For the cod

 Four cod filets, 4 ounces each  

1  4-inch piece daikon radish, sliced

1  small carrot, sliced 

 Half bunch mitsuba (Japanese wild  

 parsley)  

1  tablespoon hot mustard

For the soup

2  cups dashi stock (recipe above) 

31/2  ounce shiro (white) miso, or to taste  

1. Make marinade. Pour mirin and saké 

into a pot; heat to boiling for about 3 min-

utes or until alcohol burns off.  Add saiko 

miso. Marinate cod for three hours, scrape 

off marinade, then grill until golden.

2. In a small pot of boiling water, cook rad-

ish and carrot until tender but still firm. In 

a separate pot of boiling water, boil parsley 

until soft. 

3. Make soup. Bring 2 cups of dashi broth 

to a boil; add shiro miso sparingly, to taste.  

4. Place grilled cod into a deep dish. 

FLAVORS OF A TRAIN RIDE THROUGH JAPAN
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Garnish with boiled vegetables. Pour soup 

over fish.

5. Garnish with cooked parsley; offer hot 

mustard on edge of plate. 

grilled saiko-miso mari-
nated cod 
Tomoko Nakamura, Ryokan 
Yoshida-Sanso, Kyoto

SERVES 3 AS AN APPETIZER

6  ounces cod, sliced

31/2  ounces saiko (sweet white) miso
1/4  cup mirin

1. Marinate filets in miso and mirin for 2 to 

3 days. Keep refrigerated.

2. Rinse cod, then wipe dry. Grill as desired. 

Serve hot, as an appetizer.

steamed grated turnip 
with red snapper
(Amandai Kaburamushi)  

Tomoko Nakamura, Ryokan 
Yoshida-Sanso, Kyoto

SERVES 2 TO 3

10  ounces red snapper, deboned

1  baby turnip, about 5 ounces

1  inch carrot, sliced

9  wood ear mushrooms

1  small handful of gingko nuts or  

 crushed cashews 

1  edible lily bulb, chopped

2  egg whites

 Salt, to taste 

 Lemon, for garnish (optional)

For the sauce

5  ounces bonito broth 

2  ounces saké

1  tablespoon light-colored soy sauce

2  cups water

31/2  ounces Japanese arrowroot powder

 Salt, to taste 

 Sugar, to taste
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1. Prepare red snapper. Sprinkle with salt; 

set aside for 10 minutes.

2. Grill snapper on one side.

3. Grate turnip; squeeze gently to remove 

moisture. Add carrots, mushrooms, nuts 

and lily bulb to turnip; mix. Add egg whites 

with a pinch of salt; mix.

4. Place red snapper in a steamer; top with 

turnip mixture. Steam for 10 minutes or 

until fish flakes gently.

5. Make sauce. In a saucepan on medium 

heat, combine bonito broth, salt, saké, 

pinch sugar, soy sauce, arrowroot powder 

and water. Boil until thick.

6. To serve, pour sauce over steamed fish 

and turnip. Garnish with lemon if desired. 

sukiyaki 
Inspired by Asakusa Imahan, Tokyo 

SERVES 2

For the broth
3/4  cup soy sauce

2  teaspoons sugar

1  cup water
1/2  mirin 

For the meat and vegetables

12  ounces thinly-sliced beef

1  7-ounce package shirataki (yam-based)  

 noodles

1  block grilled tofu

2  naganegi onions (Japanese leeks)

8  ounces chrysanthemum greens, 

 spinach or kale 

 Beef tallow or canola oil, for frying

1. Prepare broth. In a small pot on medium 

heat, combine soy sauce, water, sugar and 

mirin; bring to a boil.

2. Cut up noodles, submerge in boiling 

water for 1-2 minutes, then drain. Cube 

tofu into bite-sized pieces. Trim off bottom 

of onions, then cut stems at an angle.

3. Heat a sukiyaki pot or a large deep skillet. 

Add beef tallow or oil and heat on high. 

Quickly cook beef on both sides. Add 

onions, then broth, then add in remaining 

ingredients. Remove ingredients and plate 

as they cook through.

The following recipes are provided 
by Anne Kyle, owner, Arigato Tours, 
Tokyo, Japan

shoga yaki ginger pork
Inspired by an appetizer served at the 

Zougura Japanese Restaurant at the Ishikawa 

Brewery, Fussa City, Tokyo

SERVES 4 

1/2  teaspoon fresh ginger

1  tablespoon soy sauce 

1  tablespoon saké

1  tablespoon mirin

1  tablespoon sugar

16  oz thinly sliced pork  

 Flour 

2  tablespoons oil

4  cabbage leaves plus 10 ounces thinly  

 shredded cabbage 

 Steamed white rice, for serving

 

1. Peel ginger, grate or chop into small piec-

es. In a large bowl, combine soy sauce, saké, 

ginger, mirin and sugar. Set aside.

2. Lightly coat meat with flour. In a skillet, 

heat 2 tablespoons oil; pan fry pork until it 

is slightly brown. Remove any excess oil.

3. Add marinade to pan and simmer for 

about a minute.

4. Lay the cabbage leaf on plate, then place 

pork on top.

5. Serve with shredded cabbage and white 

rice.

tofu shiraae
Inspired by a salad served at the 
Zougura Japanese Restaurant at the 
Ishikawa Brewery, Fussa City, Tokyo

SERVES 1

For the tofu
1/2  package Momen tofu (firm)
1/4  large carrot, shredded 

4  ounces spinach 
1/4  package konnyaku   
1/4  package shimeji mushroom  

For the dressing

1  tablespoon sugar 

1  tablespoon crushed white sesame seeds 

1  teaspoon Shirodashi liquid seasoning 

1  teaspoon light soy sauce   

1. Drain tofu. Wrap it in 2 layers of paper 

towels, then put it on a plate with another 

plate on top to act as a weight. 
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2. Leave for about 30 minutes to drain. 

3. Drain off the liquid, then rewrap tofu in 

fresh paper towels. 

4. Press gently to eliminate more liquid. 

5. Make dressing. Combine sugar, shiro-

dashi, sesame seeds and soy sauce.

6. Mash tofu. Cut into small pieces; 

squeeze out any remaining liquid.  

7. Mix all together; chill before serving. 

tamagoyaki 
(rolled omelet)
A staple at many restaurants across Tokyo, 

including Tokyo Shiba Tofuya Ukai, Tsukiji 

Fish Market’s sushi outlets and countless 

izakayas.

SERVES 6 TO 12

2  large eggs

2  teaspoon sugar

1  teaspoon shirodashi  

 Daikon, for serving

 Soy sauce, for serving

1. In a bowl, beat eggs. Add sugar and shi-

rodashi; whisk together.

3. Heat a nonstick square omelet pan, and 

then pour on a thin layer of mixture. 

Remove any air bubbles by poking with 

chopstick.

4. Start rolling omelet into a log shape from 

one side to another 

5. Move the rolled omelet to a warmed 

plate. 

6. Pour additional egg mixture into the pan. 

Let cook briefly, until set. Unroll first 

cooked omelet and place cooked omelet on 

top of partially cooked one. Start rolling 

from side to the other when the new layer 

of egg has set. Do the same process 3 or 

more times. 

7. Brown the omelet a little bit.

8. Place omelet on a bamboo mat (used for 

sushi roll forming), then shape it. 

9. Slice the omelet into 1/2-inch slices.

10. Serve with grated daikon and soy sauce.

pumpkin with sesame seed 
dessert
SERVES 4

8 oz fresh pumpkin, peeled and seeded

1 tablespoon mirin

2 tablespoons butter

1 tablespoon sugar

1 pinch black sesame seeds

1. Slice pumpkin into 1/2-inch slices. Place 

on plate in one layer; pour mirin on top. 

Cover with plastic wrap.

2. Steam cook in a microwave until 

cooked.

3. Mash pumpkin while it is hot. Add but-

ter and sugar; mix until the texture is 

smooth.

4. Using a wet cotton cloth, shape mixture 

into shape of a chestnut (or any shape you 

prefer).

5. Top with black sesame seeds.
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IF YOU GO 
TOKYO
Hoshinoya Tokyo
hoshinoyatokyo.com/en/

Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel
Ceruleantower-hotel.com

Conrad Tokyo
conradhotels3.hilton.com/en/hotels/
japan/conrad-tokyo
 
The Shangri-La Hotel, Tokyo
shangri-la.com/tokyo/shangrila/

Peter B. at Peninsula Tokyo
tokyo.peninsula.com/en/fine-dining/
peter-lounge-bar

KYOTO
Hotel Granvia Kyoto
granviakyoto.com 

Ryokan Yoshida-Sanso
yoshida-sanso.com

Hoshinoya Kyoto
hoshinoyakyoto.jp/

Hotel Anteroom 
hotel-anteroom.com

Where to Dine
Major Japanese Cities:

Arigato Japan Tours
arigatojapan.co.jp

TOKYO
Zougura Japanese Restaurant at 
Ishikawa Brewery
1 Kumagawa
Fussa, Tokyo 197- 8623
tamajiman.comTokyo Shiba 

Tofuya Ukai
4-4-13 Shiba-koen
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0011
ukai.co.jp/english/shiba/

Asakusa Imahan
3 Chome-1-12 Nishiasakusa, 
Taitō-ku, Tokyo 111-0035
www.asakusaimahan.co.jp/english

Zauo Fishing Restaurant 
Shinjuku
Shinjuku Washington Hotel IF
3-2-9, Nishi-Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0023
Zauo.com/en

Oreryu Shio Ramen 
17-13 Nanpeidaicho Shibuya Tokyo 
81 (03) 5458-0012
oreryushio.co.jp

Curry Tsukemen Syuuichi
B1F YAMA Bldg
1-9-2 Ebisu-Nishi, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 
150-0022

Tsukiji Fish Market
5 Chome-2-1 Tsukiji
Chūō-ku, Tōkyō-to 
tsukiji-market.or.jp

Museum Restaurant The Moon
Roppongi Hills Mori Tower 52F
6-10-1 Roppongi
Minato, Tokyo 106-6108
TheSun-TheMoon.com

Ivy Place 
Daikanyama T site,16-15 Sarugakucho
Shibuya, Tokyo 150-0033
tysons.jp/ivyplace

Arigato Japan Tours 
arigatojapan.co.jp
Food tours and cooking classes offered 
in Tokyo, Osaka & Kyoto

KYOTO
Okonomiyaki Katsu 
1-4 Ryoanji Saigucho, Ukyo Ward, 
Kyoto
Kyoto Prefecture 616-8011

Ichiba Coji 
9th floor, Isetan department store, 
Kyoto Station, Shimogyo-ku
and 8 Naginatabokocho,
Shijo Karasuma-dori Higashi-iru
star-kyoto.co.jp
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Kyoto Gogyo
604-8121 Nakagyo Ward, Kyoto 
604-8121 
Ramendining-gogyo.com

Kyoto Tanabeya
506 Nakauoyacho
Nakagyo-ward, Kyoto
Kyototanabeya,com

OSAKA & KOBE
Kaminari Sushi
1-16-8 Tamade 
Naka Nishinari-Ku, Osaka

Messekuma Shin’Osaka 
Shin Osaka Station
5-16-1 Nishinakajima
Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 532-0011

Okonomiyaki Chitose
1-11-10 Taishi, Nishinari-ku
Osaka 557-0002 
bunjin.com/chitose/index_e.html

Wakkoqu 
Chuo-ku | Shinkobe Oriental Avenue 
3F, Kobe 650-1-1 Kitanocho 0002, 
Hyogo Prefecture
wakkoqu.com/english 

OKAYAMA & 
TOKUSHIMA 
PREFECTURES
Tougenkyo-Iya Village
142 Ochiai Higashiiya
Miyoshi 778-020, Tokushima 
Prefecture
81 (08) 8388–2540 Reservations 
tougenkyo-iya.jp

Café Iori
2-4 Ogicho, Takamatsu 760-0091
Kagawa Prefecture
twitter.com/bistro_iori

Tsuzuki’s Soba Atelier 
Higashi Iya, across the river from the 

Kyojo Tunnel
Contact: 14, Higashi Iya Kyoto, 
Miyoshi-shi
Tokushima Prefecture 778-0204 3
tsci4400@tsci.or.jp
iya.jp/takumi/

Tourism Boards and 
Useful Information
Japan Rail Pass
japanrailpass.net/en/

Official Tokyo Travel Guide
gotokyo.org/en/tourists/info/center/

Visit Kyoto
pref.kyoto.jp/visitkyoto/en

Kyoto Tourist Information 
Center
his-kyoto.com

Western Tokushima
nishi-awa.jp/english/index.php

Okayama Prefecture Tourism 
Guide
okayama-japan.jp/en

Tokushima, General
jnto.go.jp/eng/location/regional/
tokushima/
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